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January, 22, 2020
Our View of; SB 501 ( N.H. recognizing the Honor & Remember Flag as a Flag of Sacrifice )
I, Matthew Wieczhalek-Seiler, as the front person for our organization owned by my wife, want to declare we
are fully supportive of the Honor & Remember flag becoming a national symbol of Sacrifice for those who have
given their lives in defense of our country through military service.
My brother, SSG Thomas P. Seiler, passed on 12, October, 2016, my life changed. I then learned what a Gold
Star Brother was. As I was preparing for his funeral with Full military Honors, I was handed my “ Next of
Kin Lapel Pin” and became a Gold Star Brother. I own multiple Honor & Remember flags and fly them on my
home and my vehicle to honor my brother. To Honor is To Remember, To Remember is To Speak Their Name,
these words have great meaning to me. I also know the meaning of the elements of the flag, and feel honored
to have this flag fly on my home and vehicle. I hope that this bill becomes law and this flag becomes as
common as other flags, such as the POW/MIA and the American Flag.



As an organization we create and hang personalized tribute banners to honor service in the U.S. Military
and would be extremely honored to put an Honor & Remember Flag over a Gold Star Banner as we are to
hang an American Flag. It would educate more people about the sacrifice of Gold Star Families, because it
amazes me every time someone asks what a Gold Star Family is. Pass this bill to help educate people of this
Sacrifice and the loss these families face that is life changing.
I want to thank you in advance for considering the views of our Organization and our family
Respectfully
Matthew F. Wieczhalek-Seiler, Gold Star Brother
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My flag that honors my brother SSG. Thomas P. Seiler

My truck with a personalized Honor & Remember flag, an American flag that was flown over the U.S.Capital
in my brothers name, and a Gold Star Banner personalized with my brothers name
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